Kraftform Kompakt 41, 11 pieces
Kraftform Kompakt 40 and 41

EAN:

4013288096326

Size:

160x100x55 mm

Part number:

05059299001

Weight:

419 g

Article number:

KK 41

Country of origin:

CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82079030

Pouch with 89 mm-long bits
Kraftform holder with Rapidaptor quick-release chuck
Rapidaptor quick-release chuck allows rapid bit change
Tough viscous bits for universal use
Ergonomic Kraftform handle for low-fatigue working
Pouch with 89-mm long bits. Includes 816 R Kraftform holder with Rapidaptor quick-release chuck and multi-component Kraftform handle for lowfatigue working.
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Set contents:
816 R
05051462001

1 x 1/4"x119

855/4 Z PZ
05060029001
05060035001
05060043001

1 x PZ 1x89
1 x PZ 2x89
1 x PZ 3x89

Why is the right tool so often not at
hand? The reason: too many tools
and overly-heavy tool bags can
make it bothersome to carry them
onsite. So for us it was a clear
challenge: to design a tool that is
suitable for a whole host of
applications and can be easily
taken along to jobs at other sites.
Our solution: Kraftform Kompakt
tools. A handle into which blades
with a range of different profiles
can be inserted. Compactly and
protectively housed in a light and
robust textile pouch or plastic box.

851/4 Z PH
05059760001
05059775001
05059795001

1 x PH 1x89
1 x PH 2x89
1 x PH 3x89

867/4 Z TORX® BO
05060051001 1 x TX 15x89
05060052001 1 x TX 20x89
05060053001 1 x TX 25x89
05060054001 1 x TX 30x89

Handle/interchangeable blade
system

Manual and power tool
operations

Prevents hand injuries

The handle/interchangeable blade
system allows rapid exchange of
the blades required for a wide
range of applications.

The sets come with a Kraftform
handle, quick-release chuck and
bits for manual and power tool
operations.

The outstanding design of the
Kraftform handle that fits perfectly
into the hand prevents hand
injuries such as blisters and
calluses.
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Storage and transport

Chuck-all

Rapid-in and self-lock

Rapid-out

The tools can be stored and
carried in a robust belt pouch,
keeping them always to hand.

The Rapidaptor quick-release
chucks hold ¼" DIN ISO 1173-C
6,3 and E 6,3 as well as Wera
series 1 and 4 bits.

The bit can be pushed into the
adaptor without moving the sleeve.
The lock is activated automatically
as soon as the bit is applied to the
screw. Bits are held securely and
wobble-free.

Simply push the sleeve forward to
change the bit. The spring
mechanism lifts the bit off the
magnet and unlocks the tool. The
bit can be easily removed. The
rapid-out function makes it easy to
remove even the smallest bits
without extra tools.
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